
Roof Cargo Box Storage Guide 

If you and your family love to travel, then you will want to make sure that you can easily 
bring with you all of your belongings. Trying to pack everyone into the car with luggage and 
games can make a trip really uncomfortable, which is why so many people opt to purchase a 
roof cargo box. These boxes provide additional space for the items that you want to bring 
and are incredibly durable and secure, so you never have to worry about the safety or the 
condition of your belongings, but they can be tricky to store when not in use. 

Make sure that you are prepared to store your roof cargo box when you’re not on the road 
with this roof cargo box storage guide. In general, a lift system is the best way to make sure 
that your roof cargo box is stored safely in your garage. This reduces the chance of you 
accidentally damaging your box when you are in the garage and will keep it off the ground. 
These storage ideas will help you keep your box safe and ensure that it is always ready for 
you next time when you hit the road. 

CargoLoc Heavy Duty Garage Hoist 

https://www.amazon.com/CargoLoc-Heavy-Duty-Garage-
Hoist/dp/B00B4HQ2SC/ref=sr_1_12?keywords=roof+box+storage&qid=1553683779&s=gate
way&sr=8-12 

Lifting your cargo roof box off of the ground and hoisting it into the air may be a great way 
to keep your box in good condition and to prevent it from becoming damaged, but it can be 
difficult to do due to the size and weight of cargo boxes. Rather than struggling with your 
box every time you need to get it up or lower it down, when you use a great garage hoist, 
then you can easily keep your box safe and out of the way. This hoist system is perfect for 
anyone who has a box that may be slightly different in shape or size, as it can easily adjust to 
most any box without any problems. This means that you can easily fit it to your box without 
getting frustrated. 

Not only will it easily fit your box, but it has a safe rope locking mechanism that is designed 
to prevent the box from accidentally falling. Not only can this be damaging to the box and 
cause a lot of problems, but it can also injure anyone who happens to be walking under the 
box at that time. With 2 8” straps, all of the installation hardware that you need to connect 
your new hoist system to your ceiling, and coated hooks that are made from solid steel, you 
never have to worry about the safety of your cargo roof box when you opt for this storage 
choice.  

Extreme Max 3004.0204 

https://www.amazon.com/Extreme-Max-3004-0204-Ladder-
Storage/dp/B00J54UZDE/ref=sr_1_12?keywords=garage+hoist&qid=1553684336&s=gatewa
y&sr=8-12 

This is another great hoist system that makes it easy to pull your cargo roof box up to the 
ceiling and to lower it back down carefully when you need to use the box for a trip. Not only 
can users easily raise the box thanks to the powerful and professional pulley system, but this 
system also makes it easy to lower the box without any fear of it falling. This makes it a great 
option for anyone who is going to be taking care of their box on their own and won’t have 



help from another adult. Because it can be used by one person by themselves, this is one of 
the most popular options for roof cargo box storage.  

With a 50’ hoist role and 2 94” saddle straps, it’s easy to fit the straps around the cargo roof 
box, make sure that they are snug, and then slowly raise the box to the ceiling of the garage. 
Thanks to the high 120 pound capacity, you can easily store any roof cargo box, as most do 
not come near that weight limit. This means that you can even keep smaller items inside of 
the box when it is in storage. While it’s not a great idea to store heavy or dangerous items, 
keeping towels or rags inside that you use for wrapping and cushioning items on your trip is 
a great idea and will ensure that you have them on hand when it’s time to load up your box 
for your next vacation.  

Partsam 220 lbs Electric Hoist Crane 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07FPN64Z9/ref=sspa_dk_detail_1?pd_rd_i=B0774HBQHQ&
pd_rd_w=zQXdY&pf_rd_p=80559f3c-f83b-49c1-8a72-
40f936e9df7a&pd_rd_wg=u2EOY&pf_rd_r=87SQ6FKMEG284W52Y8F6&pd_rd_r=aa3bae1c-
507e-11e9-9b47-850ae58408d8&th=1 

Homeowners who are looking to make hoisting their roof cargo box up to the ceiling in their 
garage even easier will appreciate that this option is motorized, which means that it does all 
of the hard work for you. While it comes in incredibly large hoist options that can easily hold 
up to 2200 pounds without any problem, a smaller hoist that can handle 200 pounds is going 
to be more than enough for most people. It not only lifts your cargo roof box all the way to 
the ceiling without any problems, but does so quickly, as it can operate at 26 ft per minute. 

It’s perfect for lifting any irregular shaped items, which is why it’s such a great option to lift 
and to store a cargo roof box. While some slimmer roof boxes will easily fit on other hoists 
or lifts, this one is designed to handle larger or bulkier options that may be otherwise 
difficult to store. Because it runs on a motor, users never have to worry about whether or 
not they have the strength to operate the pulleys and raise their box. This makes it a 
wonderful option for anyone who may otherwise struggle to store their roof cargo box and 
allows homeowners to put the box away by themselves, no matter how much it weighs. Of 
course, installing this option can be a little more difficult, but it is incredibly versatile, making 
it a great choice for any garage.  

Versa-Lift 24 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07FPN64Z9/ref=sspa_dk_detail_1?pd_rd_i=B0774HBQHQ&
pd_rd_w=zQXdY&pf_rd_p=80559f3c-f83b-49c1-8a72-
40f936e9df7a&pd_rd_wg=u2EOY&pf_rd_r=87SQ6FKMEG284W52Y8F6&pd_rd_r=aa3bae1c-
507e-11e9-9b47-850ae58408d8&th=1 

Another powerful lift option that allows homeowners to stand back and allow a machine to 
do the work for them is the Versa-Lift. This is a perfect option for any homeowner who 
wants to store more than just their roof cargo box up and off of the floor. Because it has 
ample space for storing other items, it’s ideal for a packed garage. One thing that users love 
about this lift is that it doesn’t rely on hoists to hold and support the roof cargo box. Instead, 
it has a flat surface that all items can easily rest on, which means that they are evenly 
supported when being raised to the ceiling. 



It’s important to make sure that there is enough head room in a garage to use this lift, as it 
does hang down a little more from the ceiling when compared to other lifts, but the extra 
storage space that it provides makes it a wonderful option for a lot of people. Additionally, 
because it can be operated with the touch of a button, it’s easy for any user. It can be 
lowered down to the floor, making loading the lift easier than ever and preventing users 
from straining their back.  

Fleximounts Overhead Garage Storage 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B01C5D5VQ2/ref=sspa_dk_detail_6?psc=1&pd_rd_i=B01C5D
5VQ2  

For a more permanent and immobile storage solution, this overhead storage rack is a great 
option. It’s incredibly stable and durable, which means that it won’t easily shift position once 
installed, and installation is generally fast and easy. Because it offers so much storage space, 
it’s perfect for not only storing a cargo roof box, but any other items that families will want 
to take with them on their road trip. This means that all travel items can easily be stored 
together, which makes getting ready for an upcoming trip faster and easier than ever before. 

Since it is firmly attached to the ceiling, users will generally have to have a little help passing 
their roof cargo box and other items up for storage. However, it doesn’t have any moving 
parts, and this gives a lot of users peace of mind that they won’t run into any problems with 
their storage falling or failing them when they are trying to access it. Once installed correctly, 
this rack will stay in place for decades without any problems, making it an obvious answer to 
homeowners who need storage, but may not have a lot of space for a movable hoist that will 
require more room to operate. Because it can easily support up to 450 lbs, there aren’t any 
concerns of the roof cargo box falling or being damaged.  

This guide provided a number of great roof cargo box storage options for anyone looking to 
keep their roof cargo box in great condition when they are home from a trip. Rather than 
keeping your box on your car at all times, which can lower your gas mileage and may cause 
your box to wear out or become damaged, it’s a better idea to look into a great storage 
option that will save your box from damage and keep it in pristine condition. Any of these 
great storage options will make it easy for you to protect your box when it is not in use so 
that it’s always ready to go on your next vacation.  

 


